made from beta-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) with 1 wt% polydimethylsilane (PDMS) powder 14 added as an internal NMR reference. NaphOH-Al 2 O 3 -800 (old) was mixed with TCP-PDMS at a 15 35:65 mass ratio, with 32.2-mg of sample in the rotor, while NaphOH-Al 2 O 3 -800 (new) was at a 16 42:58 mass ratio, with 36.4-mg of sample. For NaphOH-SiO 2 -800 (old), the mass ratio was 17 46.7:53.3, with 30.5-mg of sample, while for NaphOH-SiO 2 -800 (new), the mass ratio was 40:60, 18 with 27.8-mg of sample. NaphOH-Al 2 O 3 -400 was mixed at 44.2:55.8, with 41.6-mg of sample, 19 while NaphOH-SiO 2 -400 was mixed at 44.6:55.4, with 32.2-mg of sample. The amounts of neat 20 laponite-PDMS and of neat TCP-PDMS packed into 4-mm rotors were 109 mg and 136 mg, 21
12

Specific inert filler concentrations of samples measured by NMR. A nonconductive filler was 13
made from beta-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) with 1 wt% polydimethylsilane (PDMS) powder 14 added as an internal NMR reference. NaphOH-Al 2 O 3 -800 (old) was mixed with TCP-PDMS at a 15 35:65 mass ratio, with 32.2-mg of sample in the rotor, while NaphOH-Al 2 O 3 -800 (new) was at a 16 42:58 mass ratio, with 36.4-mg of sample. For NaphOH-SiO 2 -800 (old), the mass ratio was 17 46.7:53.3, with 30.5-mg of sample, while for NaphOH-SiO 2 -800 (new), the mass ratio was 40:60, 18 with 27.8-mg of sample. NaphOH-Al 2 O 3 -400 was mixed at 44.2:55.8, with 41.6-mg of sample, 19 while NaphOH-SiO 2 -400 was mixed at 44.6:55. 13 C and (b) 1 H spectra of (top) neat 65 crystalline glucose and (bottom) 13 C 6 glucose (10 wt%) deposited from aqueous solution onto 66 mesoporous silica SBA-15. The glucose overlayer shows broad 13 C NMR bands, incomplete 67 dipolar dephasing (thin red line), and 1 H motional line narrowing, which are characteristics of an 68 amorphous layer with significant molecular mobility. 69 70
